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& TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS
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For increased performance contact BeavEx today
A privately held, asset-based logistics services provider, BeavEx offers an easily configurable 
blend of logistics technology, optimized processes and hardworking people who streamline 
supply chain operations. As a result you get increased performance, aggressively managed 
costs and logistics solutions that accommodate growth and changes in your business. 

Why BeavEx: On time, under budget and secure
Experience & expertise: We service more than 20 of the top banks in the U.S.

Flexible check transportation services: Live or truncated custodial control, 
same day or next day delivery models, national and local capabilities - trust us 
to provide the right solution. With 25 years’ experience helping retail branch 
networks, we’ve evolved as our customers’ needs have changed.

Superior compliance and security: Our annual audit results are exemplary. 
With regulatory scrutiny tighter than ever, BeavEx provides peace of mind. 

Proven solutions: We understand image exchange platforms, the capabilities 
of returns and exceptions departments, the critical importance of SLAs and 
your need to reduce operational costs.

Fine-sort mailrooms: Easily substitute our cost-effective services as your 
transportation needs change. 

Inexpensive post office services: We’ll pick up your lockbox mail and deliver to 
your processing center. This is the perfect inexpensive and easy way to try us. 

ATM services: With more than 100 locations across the U.S., we’ll handle ATM 
transportation, storage and coordination with your rigging company.

Critical spares: Need quick access to spare currency counters, pin pads or 
backup IT assets? We’ll store those parts and others in regional distribution 
centers for on-demand delivery. We do this for some of the largest technology 
companies in the U.S. and can certainly do it inexpensively and reliably for you.

Nationwide distribution: From marketing materials to IT refreshes, we’ll build and 
execute a distribution network to meet your timeline, budget and SLA. 

Helping in multiple ways

     

For a no-obligation consultation:
1-877-4BEAVEX (877-423-2839)
or financialsolutions@beavex.com


